Government of India  
Ministry of Defence  
D (Vigilance)  
*****

Subject: Suspension of M/s Vectra Advanced Engineering Pvt Ltd (VAEPL) for a period of one year from in terms of the 'Guidelines of the Ministry of Defence for Penalties in business dealings with entities'-reg.

Consequent to the registration of the CBI case in FIR No. RC AC1 2012 A0004 dated 30.03.2012 (Tatra Truck Deal Case) and the FIR No. RC AC1 2012 A0014 dated 19.10.2012 (Case of alleged bribery filed by Gcn VK Singh, ex COAS) Hon’ble Raksha Mantri has approved suspension of business dealings with M/s VAEPL for a period of one year from the date of issue of this letter in terms of Para D2 of the Guidelines of the Ministry of Defence for Penalties in business dealings with entities issued vide MoD ID Not. 31013/1/2016-D(Vig) dated 21.11.2016

2. It is requested that strict compliance of the above decision may be ensured by all Wings in this Ministry and Services.

(Gopal Prasad)  
Deputy Director (Vigilance)

SA to RM    Secretary (DP)    Secretary (Def Fin)    Secretary (DRDO)  
VCOAS       VCNS       VCAS       CISC       DG (Coast Guard)  
SS & DG (Acq)       AS(JN)       AS (NVC)       AS&FA(Acq.)       JS&AM(MS)  
JS& AM (Air)       JS(Lands & Works) & CVO       JS&AM (LS)  
JS (Armed Forces)  TM(LS)       TM(MS)       TM(Air)  

MoD ID No. 31022/1/2020/D(Vig.) dated 14.08.2020

Copy to: PS to RM    PS to RRM    SO to Defence Secretary

Copy also to: US, D(IT) for uploading the Order on the webpage of the Ministry.